Build an effective and simple visual network to improve corporate communication and the overall office experience.

Increase engagement within separate departments, branches, and companies. Effortlessly integrate digital signage solutions at any scale and into an unlimited number of offices. Easily update and edit your content on-the-fly with maximum security.

VISUALLY INFORM YOUR CLIENTS
Provide them with valuable and relevant information like directions/maps, updates, important events (corporate meetings, stand-up’s, birthdays, and celebrations). Also broadcast compliance and emergency messages.

VISUALLY INFORM THE PUBLIC
Install Cybercast screens inside the public transport, bus stops and heavy traffic gathering places with announcements, FAQ, and interactive feedback forms. Provide them with valuable and relevant information like a timetable, local updates, wayfinding, compliance and emergency messages.

Cybercast digital signage is the perfect tool to communicate quickly and efficiently to the masses during an emergency by using our one touch ‘Panic Campaign’ feature.

CUT YOUR COSTS SIGNIFICANTLY AND REDUCE YOUR CARBON FOOTPRINT
Forget about leaflets in the lobby, expensive message boards, and outdated paper-based solutions for corporate communications.

IMPROVE THE OVERALL OFFICE EXPERIENCE
Feature motivating content and new career opportunities within your organisation. Encourage your employees with motivating videos and dynamic content showcasing the office community’s life.

GROW YOUR INTERNAL COMMUNICATIONS NETWORK AND IMPROVE ENGAGEMENT
Create eye-catching content with visuals, newsfeeds and employee-oriented content using digital signage software for office and outdoor spaces.
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